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I. INTRODUCTION 
Television has a unique appeal to the two senses of hear-
ing and seeing which makes it a powerful form of communica-
tion. It has provided viewers with a variety of experiences 
otherwise unknown in many homes. Widespread use of domestic 
television makes it important to study the impact of tele-
vision upon the family. Research (1) shows that "more total 
time is spent watching television than any other single activ-
ity in the home except sleep_" 
The impact of television and its dynamic growth can be 
seen from the increase in the number of receivers in the 
United States from 21°1°00 in 1947, to 27,600,000 in 1954 and 
54 million in 1960 (15). The introduction of the portable 
set and its acceptance has made television available in any 
part of the home. The time spent in. viewing has been obtained 
by changes in the pattern of family activities. Potentially 
"television may change the American way of life more than any-
thing since the 140del T Ford" (38). 
The objective of this study is to provide information on 
the effect of Viewing television on family life, with special 
reference to participation in family activities and to dis-
ciplinary problems. The original sample surveyed in 1954 was 
restricted to families with children in elementary school 
(ages five to 13 years). The resurvey of half of the original 
sample (all that is still available) made possible a compar-
2 
190n of present responses to those made six years ago. These 
comparisons are valuable in showing the changes and adapta-
tions that have been made to television. They also reinforoe 
the knowledge that changes in family activities occur as the 
children grow older and develop increasing interests outside 
the home. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This section is divided loosely into four parts. The 
first part is concerned with the nature and composition of the 
audienoe which views television in the home. The second part 
is the effeot of television on leisure time and SOCial activ-
ities. The third part concerns the child and the family. In 
this section some mention is made of the television addict, of 
passivity and stimulation, and of television and velues. The 
last part ooncerns the family. This part mentions the effect 
of television on conversation and family routines. 
Reports on the social implic~tions of television did not 
appear in print until 1948. The first bibliographies on tele-
vision, printed in 1947 and 1948, list no references on family 
life (6, 29). Rodeman ' s bibliography (28) published in 1950 
lists many popular articles on the subject but virtually none 
based on research. 
A. The Television Audience 
Paul A. Witty, Professor of Education and Director of 
Pyscho-Educational Clinic a.t Northwestern University, has 
oonducted ten annual studies (41) of 2,000 school children, 
their parents, and their teachers, in the area of metropolitan 
Chicago. These studies were made from 1949 to 1959. In 1949 
television came to the Chioago area. By May, 1950, 43 percent 
of the school ohildren reported they had access to television. 
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The percentages increased to 68 in 1951, 88 in 1952, and to 92 
in 1953. By 1955 the percentage had risen to 97. By 1959 the 
saturation was virtually complete; the percentage of school 
children having access to television was 99 percent. In July. 
1960 virtually 100 percent of all United States households had 
a television set (33). During these years the composition of 
this television audience has npturally changed. In the first 
years owning a television set was a luxury (21, 27, 32). By 
1953 all economic groups in the United States were equally 
reached by television (12). The first viewers had character-
istics in common. The early purchases in each economic level 
were made by families whose educational level was lower than 
their income level (16, 22, 35). 
In Himmelweit's carefully conducted study in 1955-56 the 
population of Norwich, England, before and after it had 
television reception, it became evident that the future 
viewers* had characteristics in common which separated them 
from their non-viewing controls. Mass entertainment of any 
kind appeared to be wore important to future viewers than to 
other children. In addition, their tastes tended to be less 
developed and narrower. Future viewers read more comics and 
had stronger interest in the movies and radio than their con-
trols. They attended clubs more often than their counter-
parts; yet they attended church and Sunday school somewhat 
less frequently. Their family life was less controlled as 
*Those people who purchased teleVision sets after 
teleVision came to Norwich. 
\ 
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indioated by later bedtimes. None of these differences was 
dramatic, but the differences were oonsistent. Fifty-three 
percent of the future viel'iers read five or more comics com-
pared to 37 percent of their controls. Thirty-seven peroent 
of the future viewers regularly attended Sunday school as 
compared with 49 percent of the controls. Seven peroent of 
the future viewers mentioned movies or rS.dio as their favorite 
spare-time activity while only 2 percent of the controls did. 
"Lvledia-mindedness II, a term used by Bogart (5) I of adult pio-
neer owners of television sets is reported by study after 
study (5, 9, 10); or as other (26, 35) more gently put it, 
IITelevision fills the need for entertainmentll. 
B. Leisure Time and Social Activities 
The two stUdies done by Himmelweit et~. (16) are most 
valuable. Their smaller Norwich study has been briefly 
described. Their main ~tudy of 4,838 children in four urban 
areas in England was conducted in May, 1955. Two age groups 
.\were sampled; the 10-11 year olds and the 13-14 year olds • 
. , 
The children were in carefully matched pairs; one of each pair 
had television in his home; his matched control neither had 
television in his home nor was a regular guest Viewer of tele-
ViSion. Lengthy questionnaires and test papers were filled 
out in the school room as were activity diaries which were 
filled in daily for a week. A smaller sample of parents and 
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teachers were also interviewed. Thi S !3 tudy '\'.Ias more extensive 
and more intensive than previous studies in this area; it 
filled in gaps in our knowledge and gave us more oonfidenoe 
in previous suppositions. 
Television hits radio listening harder then sny other 
aotivity. The speoifio amount of the reduction varies, but 
the averages ranged from 62 (37) to BB (23) peroent. This 
ourtailment has persisted (16, 19, 27). Radio had receded so 
drastically into the background i'or the television public that 
even when there was no television transmission few turned to 
radio (16). The effect of television on movie going has been 
dramatic; in the United States average weekly movie attendance 
dropped nearly 50 percent between 1947 and 1955 (11). Tele-
vision undoubtedly played a part in bringing this about, for 
television viewers state that they go to the movies less often 
than they did before they had a set (7, 18, 37). Children's 
listenIng and movie attendance followed these same trends. 
However, adolescent viewers continued to go to the movies. 
Movies are important to them as social occasions with their 
peers (5,13,16). Newspaper reading and sports attendance 
were little changed after the initial, but temporary, decrease 
(18, 27). 
The first fe.milies in a neighborhood ",ith television sets 
were beseiged by visitors, but as more families purchased 
television sets, visiting outside the home was reduced. From 
30 to 60 percent of the families surveyed reported that they 
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visited less after the purchase of a television set (7, 10, 
17, 27). Economic status apparently affected the pattern of 
visiting (17, 36). Families in the middle and upper socio-
eoonomic level tended to invi te company in to pla.y cards or 
for conversation while families in the lower sooio-economic 
level were more likely to invite company in to watch tele-
vision. 
Clearly defined sports and social activities are less 
affected by television viewing than the casual wandering about, 
meeting friends, cycling, and walking (16). The study by 
Himmelweit et al. shows that television viewing reduces 
children's outdoor play by an average of 15 minutes a day. 
Others have found that children watched television more in 
winter than in summer (1, 7). Buck found the.t as the weather 
improved the mothers reported their children spent their time 
outdoors until suppertime, or until dark, and then came in to 
watch television. A statement made by Himmelweit e~ al. was, 
uTelevision1s most powerful rivals were outdoor play and un-
organized social activities ll • 
The average viewing time per person in the United States 
averaged approximately 2 1/2 hours on weekdays and 3 1/2 hours 
a day on weekends (7, 21, 27). In England the children Viewed 
Just under 2 hours a day; an interesting comparison, not 
totally accounted for by shorter broadcasting hours (16). All 
the studies have found that interest in television was sus-
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tained in old and new owners alike (5, 10, 16, 36). /Himmel-
weit et ale found that social class differences in child view-
1ng in England 'rJere negligible, 'but they found the. t the dull 
child tends to view more than the bright child. Witty's (41) 
reports concur in this, or at least he states that, "excessive 
viewing of television seems to be associated with somewhat 
lower academic attainment". Witty did not use intelligence 
tests or their results while Himmelweit ~~. did. 
C. The Child and the Family 
Himmelweit ~ ale designated as television addicts the 
one-third of each age group who t-vatched televiaion the most. 
He found that amount of television vievling depends on how 
intelligent the child is; the addict tends to be the dul'l 
child. Through ~~e use of personality inventories for matched 
groups of heavy and occasional viewers they discovered that 
the addict is an insecure child who ShO\,lS anxiety about get-
ting on with other children. He seeks companionsh1p and 
security through television and other mass media. He reads 
coaics and goes to the movies more often than the other chil-
dren. He has less desire to do things for himself and is pre-
pared to see things on television rather than in real life. 
Hillillielweit et ale state that the differences between other 
children and television addicts were there before television 
can..e into the home. vii tty IS f1ndings concur td th Hlmmelwei t 
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et ~.'s. There is also a temporary addict whom Himmelweit et 
g. describe. A ohi~d ma.y tempora.rily be a heavy viewer be-
cause his envlronment provides insufficient outlets. This 
child'o attitudes and preferences reeemble those of the occa-
sional Viewer, and his viewing time drope as soon as outlets 
are available. Ballyn's (2) researoh indioates boys are n~re 
l1kely to be television add1cts than are girls. 
Through the use of a questionnaire as well as teacher 
ratlngs of pupils' lnitlative, Hlmmelweit et al. report that 
viewers were Just as lnterested ln doing things for themselves 
ar:.d in seeir.lg the real thing as their controls. Ho\vever, 
television dld not stimulate new hobbies or interests, though 
many children reported ree.ding books a1'ter seeing them tele-
vised. The viewers teste in books appeared to mature, but the 
. number of books read decree.sed a.bout two books a year from an 
B.verage of 32.8 to 30.45. Belson (4) found that in some areas 
restriction of interest took place during the first years of 
Viewing in adults. Among ohildren, not even recent viewers 
responded in this way (16). 
Televislon t s pOfllers are conslderable in shaplng chil-
dren's outlook (16, 30). The children in H1mmelweit et al.'s 
study completed open-end statements and multiple ohoioe tests 
to best define 'their feelings about many things. The analysis 
showed that a yeB.r of Viewing television encoureged nonevalu-
a tl ve descriptions. except for the Frenoh t Germans) and J eliS 
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whose descr1pt1ons were as stereotyped as their presentations 
on television. The increase in use of descriptlons was not 
sta.ti stically significant. but 1 t lvRS consistent. Signifi-
oantly more viewers than controls d.1sagreed "lith the s tate-
ment, "14y own country is ahiays right·'. TeleVision made Ii ttle 
effect I as measured by H1mrueh;ei t' 3 questionr!aire I on chil-
dren's vie'..,s of marriage and family life. l·larriage and family 
life are familiar to the child. The influence of teleVision 
on the views of the brighter adolescents was also negligible. 
Their views are more formed and they can make use of alternnte 
sources of information. The average and dull children and the 
10-11 yea.r olds i.;ere more influenced by televiSion than v:ere 
" ; 
the brighter, older youngsters. 
Stereotyped western plays re.rely caused anxiety and feer 
1n their child vieTJI;'ers even if there was much shooting, noise. 
and death. However, if identifica.tion wi th the hero \'1as not 
easy end the Violence Has specific and personal; fear 14as more 
readily aroused. Children are more disturbed by things which 
resemble nightmares--where people are made to feel uneasy or 
are told off--tha.n they are by mass destruction. Twenty-five 
percent of the young adolescent boys reported haVing been 
frightened by something on television; 44 percent of the girls 
x-eported having been frightened. The percentsge ivas somei'Jhat 
Im-ler in the younger children. The ohildren ",rere Itore likely 
to becoffie frightened if they viewed in the dark with no ~dult 
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present (16). Maoooby (2Q) reports that children were more 
likely to be disturbed by violence in films, television, radio, 
or comics when they were alree.dy emotionally dis turbed. 
Siegel (31) reports tha.t viewers who see problems solved on 
television by the use of violenoe or physical force are more 
likely than non-viewers to use a physical answer to complete a 
story problem theme. 
Two studies have proposed principles which underly tele-
vision's effects (3, 16). Two basic principles are: 
1. Maximal effeot is likely to occur if the programs 
11nk with the ch1ld's immed1ate needs and interests. 
2. Maximal effect is likely to ocour if, through his 
fr1ends, parents, or immediate environment, the 
viewer is not already supp11ed with a set of values 
which would prov1de a standard against which to 
assess the views offered on television. 
D. The Family 
Some of the routine habits were changed, others were not. 
Few families changed the time of eating meals (17) though many 
oooasionally changed the location. Twenty (7) to 40 (17) per-
cent of the families ate in front of the set frequently or 
turned the set so that it could be viewed from the table. An 
additional number, about 14, (I, 7) ate in front of the set 
on special occasions. Some families did this to avoid the 
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problem of getting the children away from the set to eat. The 
sawe percentage reported difficulty in getting the family to 
the table and away from the television set. Unfortunately 
Himmelweit et ale did not report on meal time problems. How-
ever, they do report that about 15 percent more viewers than 
controls have their evening meals between four and six 
o'clock; presumably so that they oan finish eating before the 
five o'clock children's hour; or eat during the program. 
Very few families (less than 3 percent) (7) had real bed-
time problems. However, bedtimes were an average of 20 min-
utes later (16, 21) on school nights than before television 
was introduced. Himmelweit ~ ale found that the difference 
on weekend nights was more pronounced with 29 percent of the 
10-11 year old viewers going to bed after 10 o'clock oompared 
with 17 percent of the controls. They also found that the 
more intelligent (those with IQ's over 115) went to bed at 
the same time after the advent of television as before. The 
number of persistent very late nights occurred as often among 
those who had no television at home as among the viewerst On 
average there was no difference in the bedtimes of the heavy 
and the moderate viewers. A third of the parents reported 
minor annoyance at getting their children away from the tele-
vision to go to bed (21). In a study by Clark (8) of Xavier 
University persistent, late bedtimes were associated with in-
adequate parental oontrol, apathy, low intelligence, and poor 
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sohool performance. Excess1ve and late night v1ewing was 
part of this total situation, not its cause· 
Control of ch1ldren's viewing by parents was found to be 
the exoeption (5,16). Himmelweit reported that most parents 
1nsisted they did not direct their children's view1ng. One-
fifth of those teaohers who were parents did not allow their 
ohildren to view unsuitable programs, but teachers are eVi-
dent13 a select groupt 
Did television turn family members into zomb1es who Just 
sat, watched television, and neVer spoke? There appeared to 
be two aspects of television's effeot on family interaction. 
One was that viewing television together gave a family a 
feeling of unity, spurious though this may have been (16). 
TeleVision viewing tended to be a family aotivity. Friedson 
(13) reported that 52 peroent of the family situations in-
volved television. One of Stewart's (34) respondents made the 
following statement: "It draws our interest together. In-
stead of all doing different things, we are enjoying something 
together now . . We are oloser together. We find our 
entertainment at home. It Buok's (7) study reported tha.t tele-
vision frequently spioed their conversations and that half of 
the families felt television had drawn their family together. 
However, the other aspeot of the effeot of television is that 
... television, although centered on the home, 
does not greatly strengthen family ties •. As the 
children grow older, silent viewing increases, and 
in adolescence the increase in time spent with the 
14 
fam11y may even cause stra1n, or a compensatory re-
duct10n 1n other activit1es shared with parents. 
(14, p. 383) 
Maccoby (16) and Thorpe (38) found that families with tele-
vision sets were together and not viewing an average of 45 
minutes a day on weekdays and 75 minutes a day on weekends; 
Thorpe stated that most of this time was taken up by meals. 
Fami11es without television were together an average of ?5 
minutes a day on weekdays and 165 minutes per day on weekends. 
According to ~accoby (21) only one family in 10 reports talk-
ing or conversation while television is being viewed. Two-
thirds of Stewart's (34) sample reported less conversation 
during television programs than there had been 1n the even1ngs 
before they had their sets. McDonagh's (23) f1nd1ngs agree 
with the above and he states: 
In the evening in many homes the telev1sion set is 
making the family an audience rather than an intimate 
group characterized by much spantaneous talk1ng and 
confiding. Table talk in the evening is greatly 
reduced so that family members may rush to their 
chairs to view their favorite program. (23, p. 121) 
Glynn (14), a psychiatrist, had some terrify1ng comments 
to make about television. He stated that telev1sion was a 
mother substitute, that it satisfied the need to feel cared 
for and "unconscious longing to be an infant in mo ther' s lap /I; 
: that television is a non-chemical seda,ti ve which creates 
addicts and encourages surrenderj that television is blunting 
sensibilities; and that it fosters schizoid symptoms. How-
ever, he admitted that television had positive values \vhen it 
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was an enr1ch1ng force--for example, ballets, travelogs, 
museum exh1b1ts, etc.--wh1ch can produce more alert c1t1zens 
\,11 th w1der kno\·dedge and wh1ch can destroy prov1nc1al1sm. 
The programs wh1ch stimulate 1nstead of sat1sfy1ng are the 
ones Glynn favors. These conclusions are presumably based 
upon the "sample II that visits Glynn professiona.lly, and his 
hypotheses on those that do not. On the other hand, Paul 
Witty and Himmelweit emphatically assert that in every case 
of maladjustment other factors have contr1buted to the childts 
difficulties. TeleVision alone is not responsible. To sum 
up: lilt seems likely that teleVision, although centered on 
the home, does not greatly strengthen family ties, even though 
it may offer a spur10us sense of unity. II (16) 
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III. INVESTIGATION 
A. The Slte of Study 
The site of the study is Ames, Iowa. In 1954 (as in 
1961) Ames was the home of Iowa State College with its Atomic 
Energy Commission Institute and of the Iowa State Highway 
Commission. Together these three institutions employed 4,760 
which \Vas 21 percent of the estimated resident population. 
Now the College has changed its name to Iowa State University. 
The Atomic Institute and the Iowa State Highway Commission 
remain at Ames. Together these three institutions employ 
6,471 persons which is 24 percent of the estimated resident 
population. A large proportion of these people are college 
graduates, many qf whom hold advanced degrees. Of the popula-
tion of 27,000, 9,400 are students at Iowa State University. 
At the time of the original study, December, 1954, the Chicago 
Northwestern Railroad, which runs through Ames, employed many 
people in Ames. Since that time the railroad traffic has 
greatly declined. The town has a few small industries and is 
surrounded by excellent farming land. Des Moines, the state 
capitol, is only 30 miles south of Ames. 
The radio and television stations WOI and WOI-TV, which 
are situated at the University, comprise an Iowa State Univer-
sity project of high professional standing. Teleoasting began 
in February of 1950. Until October, 1953, WOI-TV was the only 
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television station within 100 miles of Ames. Until April, 
1954, it was the only VHF station in central Iowa. At the 
time of the original study i'IOI-TV ',!as affiliated with three 
major networks t CBS, ABC, and Dumont. In 1961 \VOI-TV carried 
the program of the ABC network as t--Jell as programs originat-
ing in their studio. Two other television stations, both in 
Des Moines, are received in Ames at the present time. These 
are KRNT-TV and VlHO-ITV. 
B. The Population of Study 
To make the sample {lIOre typical of an urba.n area in Iowa. 
the bias caused by the predominanoe of college end state high-
way employees was reduced.' This was aohieved by stratifying 
the population by occupation groups and drawing the sample in 
proportion to the ratio shown for the different occupational 
groups in the 1960 Census of Population for Iowa (40). 
Since the sample was to include only those families hav-
ing at least one child in the age group of five through 13 
years, it was possible to draw the sample at random from the 
records of the Ames school district. The records, filed under 
the individual schools within the city, were kept in the 
office of the Superintendent of Schools. The procedure for 
selection involved choosing a school at ra.ndom and starting 
at a random point in the card file of that school; the cards 
were examined in sequenoe until one was found describing a 
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family whose hea.d was recorded as having the appropriate occu-
pation. The next family was then obtained·in a similar way. 
In all 150 families \-lere selected; this provided a sample of 
50 1)aml1ies, each wi th two alternates in the same occupation 
group. 
The subjects of the study were of varied backgrounds. 
The occupation of the head of the family ranged from railroad 
section hand to college faculty member. The education re-
ceived by the head of the family varied from three yee.rs to 
the EO or so yee.rs required for a PhD. The families ranged 
in size from three to nine members. These families were dis-
tributed throughout the city of Ames. 
In January of 1961 a resurvey of that part of the original 
sample which still remained in Ames was oonducted. Half of 
the original sample was found. All the original families 
were accounted for. Sixteen families had moved out of Ames. 
One family was called on three times and was not home, the 
parents in one family were on a month's vacation in Florida, 
and one family's only child no longer lived at home. Six 
families \'1ere Intervier,led ltlhioh could no t be matched to 
families in the original survey. These families were victims 
of the original design of the survey. The original survey 
schedule had been designed to make identification of a family 
impOSSible, to increase objectivity in analyzing the data, and 
to increase the responsiveness of the intervle~lee. So no 
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family was asked to identify itself by surname; if the ocoupa-
tion given was similar to that expeoted, it was assumed that 
the family was the one drawn for the sample. In the second 
survey each available family on the list of 50 was inte~/iewed 
and the schedule matched with one from the first survey. The 
distribution of the occupational classification at the time of 
the resurvey was similar to that in the original sample except 
that the proportion of "service II was increased by 50 percent 
(three families) (Appendix Table 22). It appears that the 
mobility was highest for those with college education, while 
those with a high school education tended to be less mobile 
(Table 1). 
Table 1. Educational level of father, 1954 and 1961 
Educational level 1954 1961 
Elementary 8 5 
H1gh school 248 14a 
College, BS or BA 16 5 
Incomplete 4 1 
Complete 3 1 
Postgraduate 9 3 
Not known ( deceased) 1 1 
Refused 
...l 
Total 50 25 
BIncludes one who did not complete high school ( 11th 
grade) • 
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C. The Study 
The original questionnaire ivBS designed wi th three objec-
tives in mind. These were: 
1. To discover the effect of television on discipline 
in families 1'11 th eleIl!entary school Bge children. 
2· To discover the effect of televlaion on participa-
tion in family activities in fflmilies wi th ele-
mentary school age children. 
3. To discover the relationship between the above fac-
tors and family composition, educational level of 
the hep.d of the family, location of the television 
set, etc. 
In developing the questionnaire all the known factors in-
volved were conSidered. After much revision, elimination, 
and assistance from the statistician and the adVisor, the 
questionnaire was pretested on two families. It was then 
rrcdlfied and tested on four more families. Further changes 
were made and the revised questionnaire was conSidered to be 
ready for use. 
A cEl.rd was prepared for each of the 50 families to be 
interViewed. This card gave the name and address of the 
family as viell as the names and addresses of the t1llO alter-
nates. The cards were sorted by location to simplify locat-
ine the families and to minimize travel. The questionnaires 
were numbered serially and dated 8S they 'vere completed; at 
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the same time a check mark was made on the address card to 
indicate completion. There was no easy way to identify the 
family who answered an individual questionnaire after the 
interviewer had left the home. All the interviewing for the 
original survey was done by the writer in December of 1954. 
In preparat10n for the resurvey. the master list of 
names. addresses, and occupations and the original ns.me cards 
were cross-checked to get the list of 50 families that had 
been interviewed. This l1st was sent to the Ch11d Development 
Department at Ames. A member of the staff checked this list 
against the city and telephone directories to br1ng the list 
up-to-date- The list, with notations, was then returned to 
the writer. The name and address of each family not found in 
the city or telephone d1rectories was written on a separate 
file card and then sent to the postmaster at Ames, Iowa, for 
ucorrection of mailing listfl. Ten additional addresses were 
found in this way. A total of 33 families of the original 
sample of 50 were found. 
After discussing the original questionnaire with Dr. 
Glenn Hawkes, Head of the Child Development Depa.rtment at 
Iowa State University, and with two other professors experi-
enced in survey research in Sooial Science (Dr. William Martin 
and Dr. Wilford Morris, both of Purdue University) the ques-
tionnaire was altered slightly. Because of the objective of 
the resurvey, to estimate ohange in the response to the ques-
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tionnaire vJi th time, only essential changes were made. 
Changes wore considered essential where the clarity of the 
question and its meaning to the person interviewed was doubt-
ful. One question was added. 
The writer practiced interviewing with the revised 
schedule in Lafayette, Indiana. A seoond interviewer, after 
studying the schedule, accompanied the writer on the first few 
interviews in the sample at Ames, to ensure uniformity in the 
records. Thirty-one families were interviewed. There \'lere no 
refusals. All the call backs ~ere caused by the absence of 
the family on the first call. The procedure used was similar 
to that used in the original survey. The interviewer intro-
duced himself and explained the purpose of the questionnaire 
as before, but added, "Your family was surveyed in 1954, and 
we would like to ask you the same questions again. II The re-
sponse was usually one of interest and cooperation. The 
me ther 1t/as the usual respondent though occaSionally a father i 
a grandmother, a child in upper teens, or both parents, or 
parents and children together answered the questions. There 
was rarely any difficulty in getting the people to talk; in 
fact on occasion the talkativeness of the intervie\'iee was 8. 
problem in itself. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. The Sample 
1. Educational level of parents 
In the original sample of 50 families, 24 (48 percent) of 
the fathers had a high school education, eight had no more 
than elementary education, and 16 had some college educe.tion 
(Table 1). The parents in a majority (39) of the families 
dld not differ from each other by more than two years in the 
length of education that they had received (Table 2). How-
Table 2. Educational level of parents 
Educational level of father 
Educa- College 
tional B.S. Post 
level Elemen- High Incom- or graduate No re-
of mother tary schools plete B.A. study sponse Total 
Elementa.ry 2 2 
Hlgh school 
Incomplete 3 ? 10 
Complete 3 11 3 :3 20 
College 
B.S., B.A. 
Incomplete 5 1 1 3 10 
Complete 2 :3 1 6 
Post 
graduate 
No response 1 1 2 
Total 8 24 4 :3 9 2 50 
aOne father dld not finish high school, his wife did 
finish high school. 
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ever, a man with Ii ttle eduoation tended to mnrry a "lOman 
with more education than himself, while a man with advanced 
education had a spouse with less education; however, it is 
commonly observed that the wife's education is interrupted, 
while the husband continues working on his academic program. 
In the 1961 sample of 25 families, 14 (56 percent) of 
the fathers had a high school education, five (20 percent) 
had a college education, and five (20 percent) had no more 
than elementary education. A widOW, a registered nurse, was 
interviewed in both surveys; the father's eduoational level 
was not requested. The proportion of fathers in the educa-
tional classifications "high sohool It and lIelemente.ry" are 
slightly larger in the 1961 survey while the proportion of 
fathers in the "oollege ll classification is rather smaller. 
One father was not living with his family. His wife and 
child were living with her parents and had done so since the 
ohild was very young. The mother and her parents had completed 
high schOOl; this family is classified as haVing high school 
education. One mother was not living with her family; this 
family of course was classified by the father's education. 
He had completed high school. 
In the six years between 1954 and 1961, no father had 
ohanged educational classification; one father hs.d studied 
high school mathematics by correspondence; he remained in the 
high school classification. 
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2. Familx composition 
The families whose father had terminated his education 
at the elementary level averaged nearly four ch1ldren per 
family while the fam1lies whose head had more eudcation aver-
aged a little more than two and a half ohildren per family 
(Table 3). In the original sample, the greatest number of 
ch1ldren were found in the age group of five through nine 
Table 3. Number' and age of children by educational level 
of father 
Educational Age grouR No. of 
level No. of Under Over children 
of father fami11es 5 6-9 10-13 13 Ifemily 
Children in the sample 
Elementary 8 6 9 7 9 3.9 
High school 24 14 24 16 10 2.6 
College l§. ~ 12 10 ....§. 2.7 
Total 50 28 53 32 25 
Average number of ch1ldren/fam1ly 
Elementary 8 .75 1.12 .88 1.12 3.9 
High school 24 .58 1.00 .62 .42 2.6 
College l§. .50 1.18 .62 .38 2.7 
Total 50 
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years. This was caused, in part, by the sampling technique 
deSigned to include families with children in the elementary 
school. It also reflects the high birth rate in the years 
1945 to 1949 immediately following Uorld \iar II and during 
the Korean War. 
In the second survey the population averaged 2.2 chil-
dren per family in each educational class of the father. 
Evidently more of the larger families with father having only 
elementary education had moved than the small families. 
Twenty-fivtl of the 53 children in the resurvey ~lere from 14 
to 18 years old, 17 children were trom 10 to 13 years of age. 
Seven were between six and nine years of age; these children 
had been infants at the time of the original survey. Six 
children older than 18 were living at home at the time of the 
resurvey. Only one child had been born between 1954 and 1961 
in the sample which was resurveyed; this child was five years 
old.aud in kindergarten. 
One of the girls counted as 8 high school age child in 
the resurvey was actually a daughter-in-law of the family, 
the wife of a high school aged son. The boy and his wife 
lived at howe while he finished high school. This family had 
no mother; the children had been raised by a grandmother. 
Six grandparents were members of four families. As has 
been mentioned previously, one mother and son lived with her 
parents. One set of grandparents had moved in with a family 
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of three older boys I and one grandmother lived with a fs.m1ly 
with two grade school girls. These last two cases were true 
only at the tiffie of the resurvey. At the time of the original 
survey there had been five grandparents living with three 
families. 
B. The Effect of Television on Discipline 
1. General 
study of the effect of television on disoipline in fam-
ilies with elementary school children was a major objective 
in the survey. The answer was sought from the response to a 
general question and a specific question: 
Q. 16. Do you think TV has increased disciplinary 
problems? 
Q. 6.· Yesterday, did you have difficulty in getting 
the children away from the set--to help with 
chores, to do school work, to practice, to go 
to bed? 
other questions were used to see if the disciplinary 
problelli was serious or if the family attempted to reduce the 
seriousness by rearranging household routines. Factors such 
as education of the father. number and eges of children, year 
set was purchased, and location of the television set, were 
1ncluded in an attempt to find correlates with the presence 
or absence of disciplinary problems. 
In the majority of cases (76 percent, both in 1954 and 
in 1961) (Table 4) the respondents reported that disciplinary 
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Table 4. General disciplinary problems caused by TV, 1954 
and 1961 
Has TV increased disoiplinary problems? 
Response in 1954 
Yes 
No 
Total 
Response 1n 1961 
Yes No Not surveyed 
2 
4 
6 
3 
16 
19 
7 
18 
25 
Total 
12 
,38 
50 
problems had not been increased. Indeed, in a few cases 
(6 percent in 1954, 8 percent in 1961) TV was reported to be 
used as a reward, thus deoreasing disciplinary problems. 
While the percentage reporting increased disciplinary 
problems was the same in 1954 and 1961, there was a change in 
those reporting it. Three out of the five respondents who 
reported an increase in 1954 B.nd tJere resurveyed in 1961 
changed their opinion on this. While four out of 16 having 
reported no increase in 1961 (Table 4). This interchange can-
not simply be explained by the age of children, since the age 
of children in the sample as a whole had increased. The num-
bers are too small for conclusive results, but two hypotheses 
might be suggested: 
·1. The disciplinary problems seem to be more prevalent 
in families with children in high school, while the 
reward effect of TV on disCipline is used 1n families 
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with younger children. 
2. Since- 1954 the disciplinary problem has been noticed 
more in the families with a head having only ele-
mentary achool education, and less in fsmilies with 
a college-educated head. 
2. Specific proble~a 
The results of the 1954 survey showed that meals, chores, 
and going to bed were the most prevalent activities causing 
"difficul ty in getting the children away from the set" (Ta.ble 
5). Families attempted to solve this problem in two general 
Table 5. Disciplinary problems concerning television (1954) 
Question 
Yesterday. dld you 
have trouble getting 
children a.\~ay from 
TV set to: 
Mee.ls 
Chores 
Schoolwork. 
Bed 
Practice instrument 
Go out to play 
Go out with family 
Other 
aSlx families ate 
AnsvJer 
Yes No 
19 26a 
7 ,34 
:3 
8 40 
1 19 
2 46 
2 46 
2 
in front 
Not No 
applica.ble response Total 
:3 2 50 
7 2 50 
47 50 
2 50 
28 2 50 
2 50 
2 50 
48 50 
of set. 
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ways, making eet rules which were enforced or adapting their 
ways to the television by resoheduling their activities or, 
in the case of eating, by vlei!ing during the meal time. In 
1954 rescheduling of IDeal 8.nd chore times to avoid conflict 
with fayorite television programs did not deorease the diffi-
culty in getting family members away from the set {Table 6}. 
In 1961 the numbers were amall, but they seem to show less 
Table 6. Rearrangement of routine to decrease conflict with 
favori te TV proerems 
Times Times not 
rearranged rearranged 
conflict conflict Not No 
ActiVity Yes l~o Yes No ;lpplicable response Total 
Coming to meals 5 5 14 24 0 2 50 
Doing chores 3 13 4 21 4 4 50 
Going to bed ?a 1:5 29 1 50 
Fraotice 
of musiC :3 1 16 28 2 50 
aAllo'wed to stay up. 
disciplinary trouble over specific items that were resohed-
uled. However, in the resurvey chore work did not Beem to 
cause any conflict. 
A few of the families complained of the lete hour of 
certain programs, which they wanted their ohildren to see, for 
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example in 1954 Disneyland ran from 8 to 9 pm on a Wednesday 
night. The children had to go to school the next day. 
Many families reported specific problems, getting chores 
done, coming to meals, and getting the children to bed, but 
did no t apparently consider this to mean that .ITV has in-
creased disciplinary problems It. It is important to note that 
a characteristic of the original survey, maintained in the 
resurvey, was to refer the specific questions to a spec1fic 
time period--the preceding 24 hours--in order to obtain reli-
able data and to minim1ze the time to be recalled. This tech-
nique may exaggerate the importance of response on the specif-
if problems relative to the general response. It also dis-
torts the response on specific problems if the preceding 24 
hours was not typical. Unfortunately all of the interview-
ing was done in the school vacations; therefore, the reported 
prevalence of trouble in getting school work done does not 
appl~ to the school term time. 
The 1961 responses on the specific problems, meals, 
chore work. and bedtime, differ markedly from those in 1954. 
During this interval the cult of HTVIt has created new product 
lines in furniture deSigned to facilitate eating in front of 
the TV set (TV tables) and in meals deSigned to be e8ten on 
such tables (TV dinners). While it is not intended to imply 
that the respondents used these new developments, it is clear 
that the number viewing at meal times increased from 12 per-
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cent in 1954 to 28 percent in 1961. However, most of the in-
crease ocourred in the families with a head having elementary 
school education; in this group four out of five families ~e­
ported this practice in 1961. 
Another major change was the decrease in the number of 
families reporting problems with getting the chores done (14 
percent in the original survey and none in the resurvey). A 
lower prevalence of reschedu11ng chores was also reported 1n 
the resurvey (,32 percent in 1954 versus 20 percent in 1961). 
Trouble in getting the children away from the set was slightly 
less prevalent in 1961 than in 1954 (50 percent in 1954 versus 
28 percent in 1961). 
3. Effect of other factors on discipline 
a. Educational level of father Fam11ies with a 
father who had completed college education reported the lowest 
prevalence of disciplinary problems (8 percent) (Table 7). If 
the families of the four men who had not completed college are 
added, the picture is not so clear; the prevalence rate of 
disciplinary problems then becomes 19 percent. In fact, since 
these men were not in the process of completing college but 
had stopped before graduation and taken an occupation, there 
seems to be a justification for consider1ng them as a separate 
group. 
Fami11es with a father who had high school and those who 
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Table 7. Discipline by educational level of father 
Educational level of father 
College 
B.S. Post 
Elemen- High Incom- or graduate Un-
Question tary school plete B.A. study known Total 
Total 8 24 4 4 8 2 50 
Has TV increas-
ed disciplinary 
problem? 
Yes 2 5 2 1 8 12 
No 6 19 2 4 7 38 
Yesterday, did 
you have trouble 
getting children 
away from TV 
set to: 
Meals 
Yes 3 10 2 1 4 1 21 
!~o 5 13 1 3 4 1 27 
Not 
applicable 1 1 2 
Chores 
Yes 2 4 1 7 
No 5 16 2 4 5 2 34 
Not 
applicable 1 4 2 2 9 
had elementary educa.tion reported a similar prevalence of dis-
ciplinary problems (21 and 25 percent reporting, respective-
ly) . 
In 1961 the major change was the increase in the preva-
lence of families reporting disciplinary problems in the ele-
mentary school group; this increased in. the part of the sample 
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that was resurveyed from 20 percent to 60 percent in 1961. 
The other two groups, high school and college educated, were 
no t appreciably changed. 
This result may ue related to Himmelweit et al.'s find-
--
ing that more intelligent children viewed for a shorter time 
per day and had a 10\>Jer prevalence of disciplinary problems. 
However, viewing times in the Ames sample were not cleerly 
related to educational level of the father. It is not certain 
how the I.Q. of the children, the measure used by Himmeb'Jeit, 
is related to the educational achievement of the father. 
It is reasonable to assume that the value systems will 
differ in families with fathers having different educational 
accomplishment. This, as has been shown by Swanson, has a 
material effect on the attitude to TV. In the families with 
a father with lower educational accowplishment, with their 
generally limited income level, the entertainment needs must 
be satisfied mainly by TV. 
b. Family composition Family composition appeared 
to influence the way television affected discipline. A 
greater proportion of the medium sized families (two or three 
children) reported increased disciplinary problems resulting 
from television than did families "vi th one child or wi th more 
than three children (Table 8). This difference in reaction 
may be real or in the larger families there may be a tendency 
to ignore small differences in behavior of individuals; how-
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Table 8. Disciplinary problems by number of ohildren in 
family 
Number of children in famil~ 
Problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 ? Total 
Has TV increased 
disciplinary 
problems? 
Yes 6 3 1 10 
No 6 11 8 8 :5 1 1 38 
? 1 1 
-- ..£ 
50 
ever, the fact that no families with only one ohild reported 
increased problems suggests that the differenoe may be real. 
In the resurvey a general disciplinary problem was more 
frequently reported by families with three children at home. 
This group also reported the highest prevalence of trouble 
getting the children to bed. 
In 1961 discipline problems were also assooiated more oom-
monly ~li th families with two children 1n elementary school. 
However, the numbers reporting are too small to be conclusive. 
c. Length of time TV set owned The length 0 f ot·mer-
ship has been reported to be related to the socio-economio 
level and the educational level of the parents. In the Ames 
sample those who had owned their sets five years or two years 
reported a higher prevalence of disciplinary problems than 
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those who had ovmed their sets for three or four years (Table 
9). A higher proportion of the group who had oNned their 
sets for five years also reported trouble with the specific 
pro blems of get ting the children to meals a.nd to do chores. 
As might be expected, these differences became clouded with 
the passage of time and were not obVious in the results of 
the resurvey. 
d. Location of the TV set It is surprising that the 
families surveyed in 1954 vlho could "latch television vlhile 
eating tended to report a higher proportion of trouble in 
getting their members to corr,e to meals than did tho se fa.milies 
who could not view while eat1ng (Table 10). Perhaps this 
1r.dicates that the location of the Bet 1s assoc1ated with the 
families' sense of values; the families which prized oom-
panionship being more likely to place the television set in 
the recreation room or living room. 
However, a slightly lower proportion of families who 
oould view television while e8ting reported increased dis-
oiplina.ry problems than thos e who could no t vie~J '>1hi1e ea.ting. 
None of the three families l4ho had their TV sets in separate 
rooms (den or recreation roam) reported en increase in either 
disciplinary problems or trouble in getting their members to 
COllie to meals. It is likely that this sample of 50 was too 
small to give G. true indication of the influence of the loca-
tion of the television set on disciplinary problems-
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Table 10. Discip11nary problems and diff1culty in com1ng to 
meals by viSibility of TV eet from e~ting f.:l.rea 
TV visible from eating area 
Question Yes No Total 
Trouble coming to meals? 
Yes 
No 
No response 
Total 
Has TV increased disclpllne.ry 
problems? 
Yes 
No 
? 
Total 
8 
9 
--l 
18 
3 
14 
-1 
18 
11 
20 
...1 
32 
7 
24 
....1 
32 
19 
29 
..£ 
50 
10 
38 
-E. 
50 
In the 25 families included in the resurvey, one had the 
TV set outside the living-dining area in 1954, compared with 
three families in 1961. In addition in 1961 four families 
had a second set in use; this was always in a bedroom. While 
the number is too small for reliable comparison, those with 
the TV set outside the liVing-dining area were not free from 
disciplinary problems in 1961. 
e. Income level No attempt was made to study the 
effect of income level on either discipline or family par-
ticipation in activities, for it was felt that educational 
level 01' the parents and the com:;osition of the family \vere 
more valid variables in the influenoe of television of the 
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family. Income probably affected the date of the purchase 
of a set and it may be correlated with the values and goals 
of the fBJliily. 
c. The Effect of Television on Family Activities 
1. General 
The effect of telev 1e10n on fBulily IlC ti vi t1es WBS evalu-
a.ted from. the responge to questionA on changes in "the things 
the family does together" and . "things the family does with 
other people". In 1954 the respondents were asked if TV had 
reduced the above activl ties; they were also asked "has 'rv 
dra\<m your fnml1y closer together? II In constructing the new 
schedule the word "changed" was substl tu ted for "reduoed II 
and "family feelings for each other" was substituted for 
ndrnwn closer together". These changes were made in an 
attempt to reduce the IIloaded tI chllracter of the questions; 
that is the tendency of the phrasing of the question to sug-
gest the desirable answer. The new form also permitted the 
respondent to report an "inorease" BS well as a "reduction". 
2. Activities within the fam1ly 
TeleviSion clearly had 8n effect in reducing family par-
tiCipation in other actlv1t1."I6. In 1954, 24 percent (Table 
11) of the respondents reported a reduction. The four activ-
1t1es specifically mentionen were reeding together--espeo1ally 
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Table 11. Change in reported effect of television on 
activities within the family, 1954 ~nd 1961 
Question 
Has TV reduced the number 
or amount of things the 
family does together? 
Yes 
No 
? 
Total 
1954 response 
12 
36 
2 
50 
1961 response 
4 
20 
..1. 
25 
at bedtime--Sunday driving, playing games together, and 
grocery shopping. 
There ',<,a.G no overall change reported in the effect of 
TV on family activities.· About 20 percent in each survey 
reported a reduction in family Bctiv! ties (Table 11). However, 
nine of the 25 respondents reported differently in the two 
surveys. 
In 1954 s.lmost a third of the total viewing time for the 
s ample was spent viewing as e. family unit (Table 12). The 
families of men with only elementary educa.tion reported bo th 
the highest proportion viewing as 8. family (five out of eight 
families) and the fRmily viewing .time as the gres.test in abso-
lute duration and as a fraction of the tot9l. In all 26 fam-
ilies ·(52 percent) reported vie\'i.ng as a family uni t. 
In 1961 half of the fa.milh:8 in the high school education 
group reported viewing 8S €l. fa.mily un! t, compered "11 th one out 
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Table 12. Family v iel'ling time, totel vi ewing time, number 
of families viewing as family units by educational 
level of father 
Fe.mily viewing B.S unit, 
average minutes for 
families viewing 
Total viewing time, 
average minutes 
Number of families 
viewing 
F'ami1y vi ewing 
as unit 
Total number 
of families 
Educational level of father 
Elemen- High 
tary school College ? 
16.3 94 88 142 
266 396 253 
5 12 ? 2 
8 24 16 2 
122 
32? 
26 
50 
of five in each of the other two education groups. In those 
families reporting viet-ling as a unit. the average family 
viewing time was 164 minutes out of a da.ily average for the 
sample of 341 minutes. The proportion of families in the 
s~ple reporting viewing as a unit was lower in 1961 (nine 
families, 36 percent, compared to 52 percent in 1954). 
a. Educational level of father Families whose father 
had at least some high school education reported the least 
reduction in family activities in 1954 (Table 13). Only four 
out of the 24 families (17 percent) in this group reported a 
reduction as compared to five (62 percent) out of the eight 
families whose father had only elementary schooling. Families 
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Table 13. Family activities by educational level of father 
Educational level of father 
College 
B.S. Post 
Elemen- High Incom- or graduate No re-Question tary school plete B.A. study sponse Total 
Has TV re-
duced family 
activi ties? 
Yes 5 4 1 3 1 14 
No ~ gQ 2 ...! --2 --l 36 
Total 8 24 4 4 8 2 50 
,c 
in the college group were in the middle with four out of the 
16 (25 percent) families stating they had decreased family 
acti vi ties. 
In 1961 those families whose father had elementary educa-
tion once again sho~led the largest proportion reporting de-
crease in family activities due to television. Four respond-
ents out of five (80 percent) reported decrease in family 
activities compared to one out of 14 (7 percent) in the high 
school group, and none in the college group. Three respond-
ents (12 percent) were uncertain if family activities had de-
creased, "V/e've had it (TV;) so long". One of these respond-
ents was 1n the college group and the other two 1n the high 
school group. 
b. Family composition In 1954 families with one 
child or with three or more reported a lower prevalence of 
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reduction in family activities than families with two chil-
dren (Table 14). One half of those who felt their family 
activities had decreased had two children. The size of the 
families was divided from ono to four children in the group 
Table 14. Family activities by number of children in family 
Number of children in famill 
Question 1 2 :; 4 5 6 7 Total 
Ha.s TV reduced family 
ac tivi ties? 
Yes 1 6 2 1 1 1 12 
No 5 11 9 8 2 1 36 
l~o response 
-- -..l -..l ..,.g 
-
Total 6 18 11 9 4 1 1 50 
which reported no decrease in family activities, showing no 
association with family size. In 1961 three out of the five 
families reporting a decrease in family activities were 
families with two children; this number is too small to be 
concluai ve. There was no apparent relationship bet, ... een age 
of children and the level of family activities reported. 
c. Length of time TV set owned No conclusions could 
be drawn about the influence of length of ownership on family 
activities. Some of the groups were too small to yield re-
liable information (Table 15). In 1954 45 families (90 per-
cent) had owned their teleVision sets at least two years. 
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d. Location of the TV set Whether or not the set 
could be viewed frOID the eating area or living room was little 
related to whether the families reported decreased .family 
activities in either 1954 or 1961. It is interesting to note 
that in neither survey did any of the three families which 
had no set in the living or dining area report a reduotion in 
family activities. This may be a reflection of families' 
sense of values in keeping the set out of the living and din-
ing rooms. 
3. Activities involving people outside the family 
Television clee.rly had an effect in reducing participa-
tion in activities with people outside the family. The two 
activities specifioally mentioned by respondents as being re-
duced were having friends in to play cards end going out to 
visit friends. 
Respondents reporting reduction in activities involving 
non-family members changed from 30 percent 1n 1954 to 44 per-
cent in 1961. Nine of the 25 families reported dif.ferently 
in the two surveys. Eight of these reversals were in the 
group having fathers with high school eduos.tion. Five of the 
Changes were from IINo change" to /lYes, activities reduoed". 
a. Educational level of father In 1954, 50 peroent 
(.four out of eight) of the families whose head had only ele-
mentary education reported decrease in activities with people 
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outside the faruilYi 29 percent (seven out of 24) of the fam-
ilies of men with high sohool education and 25 percent (four 
out of l6) of the families of men with college education re-
ported reduction. In 1961 the proportions reporting decrease 
in activities with non-family members increased in each edu-
oational group. Onoe again the families of men in the ele-
mentary education group most frequently (60 percent, three out 
of five) reported decrease in activities compared to 35 per-
cent of the high school group and 40 percent of the college 
group. 
b. Familx composition and location of the TV set 
Family composition and the location of the TV set made no 
measurable effect on family partioipation in activities with 
other people. 
c. Length of time the TV set owned In bo th surveys 
some of the families who purchased their sets prior to 1953 
reported a reduotion in activities with other people. Those 
families having acquired. their sets in 19&3 or 1954 did not 
report any decrease in either survey; these were the families 
who had owned their sets for less than two years in 1954. 
In 1954 the decrease in activities was reported by 30 percent 
(11 out of 3?) of the families who purchased their set before 
19&3- Decrease was reported by 52 percent (10 out of 19) of 
those families who were re-surveyed in 1961. It may be that 
those to whom outside activities were very important delayed 
longer in buying a television set. 
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4. Family relationships 
In 1954 the response to the question. "has TV drat11n your 
family closer together?", ,,,as equally divided, 42 percent 
positive and 44 percent negative with 14 percent uncertain. 
This may indicate a random mi3understanding of the question. 
The question as reworded in 1961 gave less scope for mis-
understanding, "has TV changed family feelings for each 
other? 1\ The response was markedly different from that to the 
initial question, and the two are not comparable. Only 20 
percent (five cases) felt that their feelings were modified 
by TV (four adveroely, one favorably), and 76 percent replied, 
"No change ll • Three of the four replying in the positive men-
tioned specifically conflict over TV (two cases) and the 
effect of passive entertainment (one case). Two of the caees 
were in the elementary education group and two in the high 
school group. Only one family reported that television, 
especially the sports programs) prOVided a subject of con-
versation between the father and his sons. This they said 
drew them closer together. 
In 1954 education was not apparently related to the re-
sponse to the question on IIdrawing the family closer to-
gether". In 1961, of the five families reporting a changed 
relationship none was 1n the college group. This cannot be 
considered conclusive because of the size of the sample. 
Fam1ly size and ege of ch11dren did not seem to be a factor 
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1n the response to this question. 
a. Other activities while viewing In 1954 10 families 
(20 percent) reported that they usually stopped all activities, 
including conversatioL, when they viewed television; while 13 
others l26 percent) reported that they sometimes stopped. 
The remainder (54 percent) reported that they did not discon-
tinue activities while they viewed television. In 1961 six 
fa.milies (24 percent) reported they usually stopped all activ-
i ties and conversation 1:1her. they viewed television, about the 
same as in 1954. Ten families (40 percent) stated they some-
times stopped all act1vi ties, more than in 1954. Nine families 
(36 percent) reported they did not stop ta1kir;g while they 
viewed, less than in 1954. 
D. Additional Findings 
1. Viewing times 
a. Eduoational level of father and viewing time In 
1954 in families whose head had high school education the 
television set was on with someone in the family watching for 
an average of more than two hours a day longer than those 
families whose father had either more or less education than 
high school (Table 16). The average viewing time for the 
whole sample of 50 families was five and a half hours a day; 
weekday viewing time averaged four and three quarter hours. 
Sunday viewing time averaged six hours (rL'able 17). This means 
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Table 16. Total viewing tirue for the household by 
educntional level of father 
Range of Educational level 
vievling time Elemen- High Not 
in minutes tary sohool College classified Total 
100 1 1 2 
100-199 2 5 5 12 
200-299 5 4 5 14 
300-399 4 ::3 2 9 
400-499 1 4 1 6 
500-599 1 1 2 
600-699 2 2 
700-799 
800-899 1 1 
900-999 1 1 
1000-1099 1 1 
Average, min. 266 ·396 25=3 327 
Median, min. 228 350 262 270 
Table 17. Total viewing time per household by day of making 
survey, December, 1954 
Date Day for which Number of Rp-nge 
survey viewing was surveys Average minutes ~minutes} 
made recorded !Lade vie~ving reported lUn. Max. 
17 Thursday 3 245 120 490 
20 Sunday 10 366 150 630 
21 Monday 12 304a 390 
22 Tuesday 12 298 15 800 
23 Wednesday }.g 301 120 930 
49a 
Ellf one atypical fam11y (mother an 1nvalld) is included 
the average is 356, maximum minutes 1020. 
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that the television set was "on II with someone in the family 
watching for this length of time; rarely did. any one indi-
vidual .. latch this length of time • The households of the high 
school group watched an average of six 8.nd B h~lr hours; the 
households of the elementary and college groups ~atched rul 
average of approximately four and a quarter hours. Viewing 
time at all age levels was greater for families of men \'1i th 
more or less than high school education. The children in the 
six to nine years old group averaged the highest viewing time 
in the high school find college groups while the 10 to 13 years 
old group viewed most in the group with no more than elementary 
school education. With one exception the viewing time was Ieee 
at all ege levels for the families of men with college educa-
tion. This exception was the 13 year olds in the elementary 
group. 
The 1961 survey was started on Saturday, January 20th, 
the day after the inauguration of President Kennedy. All 25 
of the families were oalled on that day ruid 19 interviews were 
completed. Six families were not interviewed until Sunday, 
the 21st, either because the \'lhole family was out on Saturday 
or because the parents were out. This has thrown a bias into 
the results, first because of the atypical Friday program re-
ported by the respondents interviewed on Saturday. The inaugu-
ration dominated the day's program, having three end a half to 
four hours of direct telecast as well as being reviewed at 
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1ntervals throughout the day. 
A seoond bias was introduoed in the viewing time of fam-
ilies interviewed on the Sunday; the parents or the whole fam-
ily was out on at least two oocasions on Saturday afternoon 
and evening. The time available to view was thus reduced. 
This is likely to make oomparison between 1954 and 1961 re-
sults misleading (Table 18). The overall average viewing 
time on Friday, January 19, was 314 minutes and on Saturday, 
the 20th, 242 minutes. 
Table 18. Total viewing time by educational level of the 
father, 1954 and 1961 
Educational Number of Average viewing time 
level of father families 1954 1961 
Elementary 4a 215 256 
High school 14 319 345 
College -.§ 266 305 
Total 23b 29,3 341 
Bone family reported that they watched all evening, but 
the data was not considered reliable. 
bExcluding the widow, a trained nurse. 
In each educational group and for the sample as a whole 
the viewing time was slightly greater in 1961 than in 1954 
but what this means and whether this is a true comparison is 
not known. 
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b. Length of time TV set owned, educational level of 
parents. and viewing time In 1954 the highest average 
daily viewing time (516 minutes) was reported by those fam-
illes having a head who had received no more than high school 
education and having purchased their set in 1951 (Table 19). 
Table 19. Viewing time and year purchased by educational 
level of father 
Educational Average total viewing time ner househo Id 
level of Before 
father 1951 1951 1952 1953 1954 All 
Elementary 228 225 362 240 266 
High school 415 516 313 310 215 396 
College 250 135 159 34-3 360 253 
All 315 434 273 350 259 327 
They had ol'med their set for at least three years. In the 
household with high school education the long-time owners 
(prior to 1951) spent more time Tt.'i th teleVision than the more 
recent owners. In households having a head with only ele-
mentary education the peak of viewing was reached in two years; 
those families who purchased their teleVision set in 1952 
viewed the most. In families whose head had received college 
training the new owners viewed the most. This seems to indi-
cate that the novelty effect wore off first among families 1n 
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the college group and that the novelty effect did not we8.r off 
in the high school group. 
For reasons stated earlier. which make the 1961 viewing 
times atypical, detniled analysis of the 1961 times has not 
been made. 
2. S~tisfaction with television 
The overwhelming majority (43 families, 86 percent) re-
ported their pleasure in owning a television set and said 
that if they had the decision to make again that they would 
again buy a television set (Table 20). Only one family 
Table 20. Response to "It you had to do it over again, 
would you buy a TV set?" 
Answer Number answering 
Yes 43 
No 1 
Unoertain 
Parents differed 
1'0 tal 
2 
-i 
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regretted having a television set, though six families ex-
pressed some reservation in their pleesure. 
In 1961 all the families reported that they would buy a 
set if they again had the decision to make; however, in four 
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families the mother stated that she could do without TV, but 
agreed that the family could not. 
E. Problems and Limitations 
There were two major limitations of this study and sev-
eral smaller ones· One was the small size of the sample, 
espeoially of the resurvey in 1961. ~lhen the sample \IaS 
sorted into three eduoational groups some of the oategories 
in the subsequent sub-sorts contained no families. Thus this 
study may reveal some interesting trends, but it cannot yield 
any answars of statistioal significanoe. It is interesting 
to note that the distribution of responses between the 24 
cases surveyed only in 1954 and the 25 subsequently resurveyed 
was surprisingly uniform. 
The other greRt limitfltion concerns the use of a struc-
tured questionnaire as the basis of an interview. It is dif-
ficult to discover true causes for behavior with this type of 
survey. Concrete facts may be obt&.ined, . such 8.S how many 
families have owned their sets for 10 years and how many of 
these report disciplinary problems. HOl-Jever, the respondent 
many not know clearly why the set was purchased at that time. 
When effeot of the set on disciplinary problems is sought, a 
further difficulty is introduced, that of the criteria for 
the "disciplinary pro blem·'. This is, il1 part, oiroumvented by 
aSKing about specifio situations, doing home~ork, coming to 
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meals, going to bed, and problems that arise in connection 
with them. It is possible that a smaller series of inter-
views in depth, without using a structured questionnaire would 
have yielded to a skillful interviewer a greater inSight into 
the problem. If certain hypotheses had been set up quite 
clearly before hand, these could have been proved or disproved 
by such a technique. Or having made a structured survey, 
hypotheses could be developed for testing by the depth inter-
view technique. 
Another problem that arose was from the failure to estab-
lish the "population at r1sk ll 1n the Viel-ling act1vities of 
the day before the interview. There is an obvious protocol, 
and if the family attended a basketball game in 1961, they 
were not free at that time to watch teleVision. Yet they 
were classed into "watched II and "did-not-watch It for uniformi ty 
with the first survey. A three way classification might have 
been more meaningful. 
F. Suggestions for Future Research 
The possibi11ty of studying the impaot of the introduc-
tion of teleVision in the U.S. home has passed. Future re-
search should, therefore, be direoted toward optimizing family 
relations and the development of the whole child growing up 
1n this televised world. 
A study of the effect of permissiveness 8nd control of 
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ohildren's vial'/ing by parent9 on family life and the develop-
ment of the ohild would be of real interest. However, the 
problems in obtaining a suitable sample would be great. 
A number of sta.tiona provide high class eduoational 
programs on a non-commercial basi B • What types of program 
offered by these stations are vimved by oh1ldren of different 
age when they have the opportunity to Vlatch the sponsored 
programs of less educ8tional value. "/hat disoernible effect 
does watch1ng these programs have on the behavior of the 
ohild at school and in the home? 
The advent of airborne teleVision for the class room is 
here. The effectiveness of this method of teaching is outside 
the scope of family relations. However, the potential chal-
lenge of eduoational. airborne television to the child might 
affeot the type of program selected by the ohild on the tele-
vision set at home and the attitude of the child to domestio 
TV and the TV habits of the family. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A study of the effect of television on family interaction 
was made in Ames, Iowa, in December of 1954. Fifty families 
with children between the ages of five and 13 years were 
selected as a stratified random sample to obtain a group 
typical of the urban areas of Iowa. 
A questionnaire was designed, pretested, and administered 
with three objectives in mind. These were: 
1. To discover the effect of television on discipline 
in families with ohildren ot elementary school age. 
2. To discover the effect of television on participation 
in family activities in families with children of 
elementary school age. 
3. To discover the relationship between the above fac-
tors and family composition, educational level of 
the head of the family, location of the television 
set, etc. 
The questionnaire was administered in a face-to-face 
interview whioh lasted about 20 minutes. The writer conducted 
all the interv1ews. The response of the 1nterviewees was 
usually one of interest and cooperation; only 6 percent of 
the original sample declined to cooperate. These families 
were replaced by alternates selected at the time of drawing 
the original sample. 
Half of the sample was resurveyed in 1961 using a schedule 
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as olosely resembling that used earlier as possible. Changes 
were made only to eliminate unclear points. Not only was 
information on the three obJeotives obtained but additional 
information was gained. 
1· During this study it beoame evident that a family's 
reaotion to television was modified by the attitudes 
and values of that family. 
2. The majority of families (approximately three-fourths) 
reported no adverse effect from television. 
3. The amount of education of the head of the family 
affeoted the reaction of the family to television. 
This may be confounded with differences in vB.lue 
systems. 
a. Families of men with college eduoation reported 
the lowest prevalence of disciplinary problems. 
b. Families of men with elementary education did 
more viewing as a family unit than fa.milies of 
men with more education. 
c. The prevalence of watohing TV during meals de-
creased with the increase in the educational 
level of the father. The prevalence has doubled 
between 1954 and 1961. 
4. Those families which purchased a set in 1953 or 
later, about a quarter of the sample in each survey, 
reported the lowest prevalence in reduction in 
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activities with people outside the family. This is 
believed to be related to the values causing the 
family to delay purchasing the set rBther than the 
length of time for which the set has been owned. 
5. A decrease in family activIties was reported, par-
ticularly in families with the fB.ther having only 
elementary education. The overall decrease had been 
maintained in the sample in 1961. However, femilies 
with a father having oollege education reported no 
decrease in family aotivities in 1961. An inorease 
in family activities was occasionally reported in 
1961 in the form of increase in the amount of time 
during which the family viewed together. 
6. The plaoement of the set reflected not only the space 
available to a family, with a Bocio-economic corre-
late, but also the values of the family-
7. Most families with television sets, while making 
complaints or critioisms, would not ohoose to be 
without a television set. 
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VIII. A~?ENDIX A 
Table 21. Ocoupation of head of family 
A. Professional, Technical 
College faculty 
}lmsio teaoher 
Ph.D. oandidate, also teacher 
B. Farmers, Farm ~anagers or Foremen 
Field supervisor for 
canning factory 
C. Managers, Officials, Proprietors 
Business owners, proprietors 
Self-employed, milk route 
Secretary of loan company 
Grocery warehouse manager 
D. Clerical 
Bookkeeper 
Court clerk 
Express agent 
Food purchasing agent 
Postal clerk 
Seed company 
E. Sales 
F. Craftsmen 
Plumbers 
Painters 
Electricians 
Building contractor 
Carpenter 
Upholsterer 
Outside construction 
(was plumber) 
G. Operatives 
Bus driver 
Ditch digger, operator 
Cement worker 
Filling station operator 
Printer 
1954 
8 
1 
7 
6 
1 
.3 
10 
1 
5 
6 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
;} 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1961 
.3 
o 
.3 
o 
6 
2 
.3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Table 21· (Cont1nued) 
1954 1961 
H. Fr1!ate ( cook) 1 0 
I . Service 6 6 
C1 ty fireman 1 1 
Chick sexer 1 1 
City water maintenance 1 1 
Serviceman for truck company 1 1 
Repairman I gas appliances 1 1 
Neat cutter 1 
Cook (restaurant, private 1954) 1 
J. Laborers, except farm 2 1 
Ra.i1road section hand 1 1 
Caretak.er 1 
K. Not reported 1 1 
Decea.sed 1 1 
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IX. APPENDIX B 
Survey Schedule, 1964 
Television and Family Life Questionnaire 
1. Members of family Age Last school 
hr. completed 
Occupation 
1. ______________________________________________________ __ 
2. 
--------------------------------------.------------------3. ______________________________________________ . ________ _ 
4. ______________________________________________________ __ 
5. ______________________________________________________ __ 
6. ______________________________________________________ __ 
2. Approximately when did you first have a television set? 
3. In what room is the television Bet located? 
---------
4. Yesterda.y, what programs did you watch? 
5. ~'1ha t programs did you watch as a family wi th the parents 
8.nd children together? Check these programs above. 
6. Yesterday. did you have diffioulty in getting the children 
away from the set 
to help with chores ____________________________________ _ 
to do school work. __________________________________ . ______ _ 
to practice a musical instrument ________________________ __ 
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to go outside to play ____________________________________ _ 
to go somewhere with the femily __________________________ _ 
to come to meals ________________________________________ __ 
to go to bed ____________________________________ . ________ __ 
other ____________________________________________________ _ 
7. Did these diff1culties upset family l1fe? ________ _ 
8. Yesterday, did you arrange meel-times to avoid conflicting 
with favorite TV programs? ______________________________ __ 
9. Did you arrange chores, mus1c practice, or study times to 
avoid conf11cting with favor1te TV programs? ____________ _ 
10. Yesterday, who dec1ded the TV programs to be viewed? 
11. Yesterday, did this decision cause difflculty? __________ __ 
12. vlhen the TV set is on and the family (parents and children 
together) is viewing, does everything else stop? ________ __ 
13. Do you think TV has drawn your family closer together? 
14. Do you think TV has decreased the things your family does 
with other people? 
15. Do you think TV has reduced the things the family does 
together? 
16. Do you think TV has 1ncreased discip11nary problems? 
17. If you had it to do oVt::r again, would you buy a TV set? 
18. Comments (if desired) _________________________________ ___ 
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x. APPENDIX C 
70 
1OI>1a State Calleg.:;! 
Child Development Departm~nt 
Television and Family LUG C'u:estionnaire 
1. Members of family Ago Last yr 0 Occup:;.:(,lrYd 
School camp. 
1. ___________________________ .~:l.::._~,.~<;:..~~~.> 
2. ______________________________ .~ .. _.~ 
3. ___________________________ . __ ~_~~.~_.~. 
,. _____________________________ 7el~~~ .... -. 
6. ______________________________ ._~."._ 
2. Approximately when did you first have a television sat? __ """"""_-==-...,........,.. .... , 
3. In what room is the television sat. located? _____________ _ 
40 Yeste~J what programs did you watch? 
5. What programs did you watch 88 8 family with the parents and children together? 
Check these progrmns above. 
6. In general. are there programs watched regularly by all or part of the family'? 
. 7. Yesterd~, did you have difficulty in getting the chUdren away from the set 
to help with chores _______________________ _ 
to do school work 
-------------------------------------------------to practice 8. musical instrument ___ ...... _____________ _ 
to go outside to play _____________________ _ 
to go somewhere with the family _________________ _ 
to come to meal.s ________________________ _ 
to go to bed __ -=-_____ -=~_~_.~~ ___ ~ __ ~_==_=_ __ ~_ ...... "" 
other _________________________ .__ .___ ~~ __ ... ~ ..... , 
-------------~-......,..~~ .. ,--.... 
9. Yesterday, did you arrange meal~time3 1;0 avoid conflicting l<1.th favorite 'l'V 
programs? ______________________________________________________ ___ 
100 Did you arrange chores, music practice, or study times to avoid conflicting 
with favorite TV programs? ____________________ ~ ... ~~. 
Yesterday, who decided the TV progral\lS to 'be viewed? _. _________ _ 
120 Yesterday, did this decision cause d5.fficulty? ______________ _ 
1:-10 \fuen the TV Bet is on and the' fanily (parents and children togethel~) is vie.l-
ing" does everything els9 stop? _______________ ==-<=--_=_ 
llh Has television changed family feelings for each other? If so in what liay? 
l!)o Has television changed the number or amount of 't.hings the family does with 
other people? __________________________________________________ == __ __ 
160 Has television changed the number or amount of things the family does together': 
---,-----------------------------------------------------------------
170 Has television changed the number or amount of disciplinary problems? If sol' 
~1 ~mat way? ______________________________________________________ ___ 
lS .. If you had it 1#0 do over again~ would you buy a TV set? ____ --= ___ ~ 
190 Comments (if desired) _______ -=--_____________ _ 
